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Abstract—The fifth generation (5G) wireless networks are
expected to offer high capacity and accommodate numerous over-
the-top (OTT) applications, relying on users’ Internet connectiv-
ity, thus involving different stakeholders, i.e., network service
providers (NSPs) and OTT service providers (OSPs). For the ef-
ficient management of OTT application flows, the implementation
of service functions and their interconnection in service chains,
namely the network service chaining (NSC), should consider
the OSPs’ performance goals and user management strategies.
However, in current wireless network deployments, the NSPs
have full control of NSC. Considering that user satisfaction
from the offered services is common interest for both types
of stakeholders, the OSPs need to participate in NSC and
apply QoS and user prioritization policies to NSC resource
management, which involves users connected in different network
points, in a distributed manner. In this article, we describe 5G
network management architectures and propose virtualization
components that enable OSP-oriented NSC. We also outline the
arising issues for OSPs in NSC and we introduce a distributed
prioritization NSC management scheme for OTT application
flows, based on matching theory. The evaluation results indicate
the performance gains in OSPs’ service levels that stem from
the proposed scheme, demonstrating the benefits of introducing
prioritization in NSC deployment.

Index Terms—Over-the-top services, Network service chaining,
SDN/NFV, 5G, Matching theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT research on wireless systems revolves around
the accommodation on future networking demands of

both end users and business enablers in the wireless market.
The wireless traffic is expected to increase almost 10,000
times by 2030, comparing to 20101. Along with the growth of
circulating mobile data, the development of the fifth generation
(5G) wireless networks is triggered by the appearance of novel
Internet-based applications and business models, introducing
multifaceted challenges in network operation.

Recent advances in wireless technology have created a
plethora of over-the-top (OTT) services relying on broad-
band Internet service technologies, e.g., live video streaming,
gaming, etc., offered by OTT service providers (OSPs). OTT
services have different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements,
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depending on their data traffic type, e.g., video delivery
requires high bandwidth, while VoIP needs low latency. These
services encompass different user categories (e.g., free users or
premium users paying for advanced QoS). The users access
the OTT content through various devices, e.g., smartphones
or tablets, and their Internet access is often based on cellular
connectivity. In this case, the users are also customers of
mobile network operators, which own the cellular network in-
frastructure and spectrum, acting as network service providers
(NSPs). Therefore, a user may access different OTT applica-
tions, whereas the users of a specific OTT application may
belong to different NSPs.

The co-existence of multiple network services and OTT
applications’ QoS demands stresses the need for dynamic
network configuration in software level without modifying
the network equipment. For this purpose, the network service
chaining (NSC) can be employed, which allows the on-
demand network services adjustment using service chains
(SCs), i.e., sets of interconnected software-based service func-
tions (SFs) [1]. The SFs determine the way packets of flows
are treated while circulating through network elements. An SC
defines the set and sequence of SFs related to a flow, namely
the actions applied to a flow, e.g., it may refer to a policy with
two SFs, one that enforces all HTTP traffic to pass through
a firewall and another that applies content filtering. In brief,
NSC is the process of flow classification, flow forwarding
to appropriate SFs and instantiation of SCs that implement
network services.

The development of modern OTT applications emphasizes
the need for efficient NSC management in Radio Access
Networks (RANs). SCs are configured specifically per data
connection type, e.g., Internet connection or connection for
multimedia messaging services in cellular networks. Nonethe-
less, as the variety of network services increases, SCs should
be deployed in a fine-grained manner, e.g., per user type,
creating sophisticated SF combinations. A flexible and cost-
effective solution is the networking paradigm of cloud com-
puting that allows the management of fully-fledged services
in centralized data centers, forming cloud-based RANs (C-
RANs) [2]. Offering a distributed alternative, fog computing
is a variation of cloud computing that can improve the expe-
rienced QoS. It brings services closer to end users, allowing
them to be hosted away from cloud data centers, at edge nodes.
These nodes form a distributed networking structure that acts
as intermediate management unit between cloud and users,
implementing fog-based RANs (F-RANs).

The resource and NSC management is feasible through
direct programmability of network services, using the Software
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Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtual-
ization (NFV), which allow the softwarization of network
functions and virtualize the network infrastructure [3]. The
SDN architecture offers to the stakeholders access to RAN
software-defined controllers that implement functionalities of
control, data and application plane [4]. NFV implements SFs
as software programs running on servers [5]. Exploiting the
SDN/NFV assets, the NSPs can deploy SCs over the RAN.

In 5G networks, stakeholders like NSPs and OSPs may co-
exist, whose common interests are the provision of high quality
services and the users’ satisfaction. As the OTT applications’
performance is intertwined with network connectivity service
levels that affect the overall user experience, the OTT QoS
is both NSPs’ and OSPs’ concern. However, with the current
network architectures, the NSPs have total control of NSC,
thus the OSPs cannot supervise the OTT applications’ key
performance indicators (KPIs), e.g., grade of service, or fully
manage their users, as the Internet connections are controlled
by the NSPs. Even in cases that users with high priority should
be accommodated first by the SFs, the OSPs are not able to
apply their user prioritization policies. Therefore, 5G network
architectures should allow the OSPs to intervene in the NSC
customization in two ways: i) select the SFs that should be
implemented and ii) indicate the resources required for the
SCs’ implementation. As multiple OTT applications might
access the same network concurrently, centralized optimization
methods that require the aggregation of all flow information
become impractical, due to the high overhead of control data
transmissions and poor adaptability to dynamic network con-
ditions. Hence, distributed self-organizing approaches should
be employed for the OSP-oriented NSC deployment.

Even though wireless network virtualization facilitates OTT
applications’ management through the exposure of network
resources, several issues may arise for the OSPs regarding
their participation in NSC. Motivated by the lack of literature
that studies the NSC deployment from the OSPs’ viewpoint,
in this article, our aim is threefold:

(i) We describe network management architectures and pro-
pose virtualization components that enable dynamic SC
configuration by OSPs, exploiting SDN/NFV.

(ii) Considering the characteristics of the OTT applications
and the needs of the OSPs as industry verticals in 5G
wireless networks, we investigate the challenges that
arise in NSC management process.

(iii) We study the realization of flexible OTT-oriented NSC
and propose a matching-theoretic NSC management
algorithm for OTT application flows that enables the
OSPs to make decisions regarding the user prioritiza-
tion policy and dynamically select suitable resources.
The performance evaluation demonstrates that the OTT
applications’ service levels are improved when the OSPs
declare their preferences over the resource assignment.

II. OSPS’ REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF
NETWORK SERVICE CHAINS

Numerous OTT applications already exist, (Skype, What-
sApp, etc.), which rely on Internet connectivity, often provided

by the users’ NSPs. Hence, the OTT flows circulate over
different NSPs’ network infrastructure. Furthermore, the OSPs
face the dynamic nature of their services, as business decisions
may require new SFs in order to capture the users’ demands
for new features. In this context, we next describe the OSPs’
requirements regarding the NSC deployment.

A. OSPs’ access to NSPs’ networks

The OSPs should interact with the NSPs for the orchestra-
tion of NSC, monitoring their users’ status (connection quality,
location, subscription details, etc.) and combining this infor-
mation for the construction of OTT flow profiles. Allowing
the OSPs’ intervention in NSC implies their access in NSPs’
network resources, which can be financially advantageous for
both parties. As their revenues seem to be correlated, achieving
high OTT QoS can be also to the NSPs’ best interest, if the
OSP-NSP cooperation is balanced, e.g., through negotiation
of agreements that regulate the degree of OSPs’ intervention
and sharing of gains [6].

The OSP-NSP interaction requires that the NSPs expose
their service capabilities through properly designed Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces (APIs), as described in the Ser-
vice Capability Exposure Function concept of 3rd Generation
Partnership Project2. As multiple NSPs co-exist, the OSPs may
be associated with multiple network slices, with different char-
acteristics and services. Therefore, the OSPs should modify the
SCs according to network service capabilities and available
resources of the involved network slices.

Enabling the OSPs to develop SCs might entail preferential
management of certain flows over the Internet. If OSPs apply
flow prioritization in NSC, the NSPs’ resources may not
be shared fairly among OTT flows, creating concerns about
the network neutrality. Although prioritization policies are
necessary in certain cases, e.g., for gaming applications with
low latency requirements, NSPs’ resources should be accessed
in an impartial manner, without monopolizing their utilization
by some OSPs only. Thus, OSP-oriented NSC should balance
flow prioritization and fair access to NSPs’ networks.

B. Adaptation to OTT service market dynamics

The OSPs need to deploy services dynamically over static
networks and compose business strategies, customizing the
SCs. As the OSPs’ revenue is highly dependent on the
timely development of high quality services, the flexibility in
constructing SCs in real-time is of crucial importance for the
acceleration of OTT services’ time-to-market.

The analysis of OTT application traffic is useful for the
customization of SCs as a response to OTT service market
dynamics, which may require the development of novel ser-
vices or the addition of new features in OTT services. This
update process might induce the addition of SFs in OSPs’ SCs,
e.g., for the enrichment of an online gaming application, an

23rd Generation Partnership Project, “Technical Specification Group
Services and System Aspects; Architecture Enhancements for Service
Capability Exposure (3GPP TR 23.708 version 13.0.0 Release 13),”
https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.
aspx?specificationId=869, June 2015, Accessed on: 2017-06-21.
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SF that adapts graphics rendering to the capabilities of users’
devices might be added. Essentially, dynamic NSC implies
end-to-end network intelligence and adaptive network service
composition [1]. These features can be achieved by examining
the OTT users’ behavior and the market trends using the flow
information of properly designed SFs. A typical example of
such SFs is the deep packet inspection (DPI) that provides the
OSPs with network analytics needed to define user policies.

III. NETWORK MANAGEMENT FOR OTT SERVICE
DELIVERY

The OTT application users are attached to RANs composed
of heterogeneous network nodes (small cells, Wi-Fi access
points, etc.), owned and managed by different NSPs, and are
served by data centers with different capabilities and architec-
tural design. Hence, the 5G network design should facilitate
NSC for OSPs’, offering two fundamental functionalities [7]:

(i) Holistic network view: OSPs should be aware of NSPs’
resources and networking capabilities in order to create
the appropriate SCs using virtualization techniques.

(ii) Support for network slicing for different OSPs: NSPs
should be able to allocate resources to multiple OSPs,
creating proper network slices.

A. OSP-friendly network management architectures

For SC development, information of OTT users often scat-
tered in different RAN connection points should be aggre-
gated. A well-known RAN-wide management technology is
cloud computing networking [2]. A C-RAN consists of three
main structural elements: i) several access points (APs) with
Remote Radio Head units (RRHs), ii) a virtual Base Band Unit
(vBBU) pool connected with the APs that performs baseband
operations, and iii) core routers that connect the RRHs with
the cloud (Fig. 1(a)).

Even though the centralized approach is useful for NSC,
locating the RAN management unit away from users leads
to high latency and overhead. Alternatively, fog computing
places cloud services close to network edge [2]. An F-RAN is
a distributed system which controls a set of RRHs through fog
nodes (FNs), i.e., network devices as local servers with storage
and computing capabilities (Fig. 1(b)). FNs bring the network
management operations closer to end users, are connected with
switches or routers in RAN edge and communicate with the
vBBU pool. Each FN is a small data center implementing SFs
for users connected to the APs it manages. The cloud data
center acts as a global administration point.

B. NSC virtualization frameworks for OSPs

In the aforementioned architectures, SFs are applied in
different network nodes with different order and features. This
procedure requires the programmability of network functions
and the abstraction of RAN resources for network slicing.
For this purpose, the NFV and SDN frameworks can be
incorporated in the network management architectures and
provide virtualization components [4] (Fig. 2).

The NFV is a key technology for the customization of SCs
and provides the essentials for virtualized management and

(a) Cloud-based architecture (C-RAN)

(b) Fog-based architecture (F-RAN)

Fig. 1: Network management architectures for OSPs

organization (MANO). It enables the instantiation of virtual
network functions (VNFs), manages the NFV infrastructure
(NFVI) resource requests and offers complete services by com-
bining the VNFs. The VNF Managers initialize and configure
VNF instances and their interconnections with the NFVI that
contains virtual computing resources (CPU, memory, etc.),
storage resources and virtual machines. The Virtualized In-
frastructure Manager (VIM) controls the underlying resources
of NFVI, allocating them appropriately to VNF instances.

For SFs’ management, SDN offers the capability of VNF
orchestration using various components. In the considered ar-
chitectures, a virtualization controller consists of four types of
controllers: 1) the RAN controller that orchestrates the RRHs,
allocates the spectrum resource blocks (RBs) and performs
flow scheduling at each RRH, ii) the Core Network (CN)
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Fig. 2: SDN/NFV framework for OSPs’ NSC

controller that manages the CN-related gateways, iii) the NSC
controller that stores the information for NSC deployment and
coordinates the VNFs, and iv) the OTT Services controller
that is used by the OSPs for OTT service surveillance and
submission of NSC requests. The OTT Services controller
communicates with the VNFs and provides an overview of
the implemented SFs (VNF instances), allowing the OSPs to
assess the NSC performance and decide upon the SCs, by
submitting NSC requests using the OSP APIs.

IV. OPEN ISSUES IN NSC DEPLOYMENT FOR OSPS

The SCs are ordered sequences of SFs combined in order
to process application flows, which are forwarded to the APs .
For the OSPs’, the NSC should be performed according to the
flows’ QoS requirements, the user information and the OSPs’
preferences regarding the KPIs. Although the current network
management architectures and virtualization frameworks are
useful for NSC, several issues arise for the OSPs, which are
outlined in this section (Fig. 3).

A. Assessing the OTT users requirements

The OTT applications access RANs via the users’ Internet
connections. OTT flows have different network and application
related user characteristics, which influence the experienced
QoS. Thus, it is important for OSPs to evaluate the NSC
requirements and coordinate appropriately the SCs related to
a heterogeneous set of users over multiple network slices.

As flows are related to different users, the OSPs should
obtain information regarding users’ location and downlink
channel conditions. Even if the OSPs’ KPIs characterize the
OTT applications, the users’ specific context may affect the SC
construction, e.g., if the users of a video streaming application
experience poor downlink channel conditions, it might be
unreasonable to use an SF for video optimization. Moreover,
the OSPs might serve users associated with different network
slices, i.e., APs and data centers with different capabilities

possibly owned by different NSPs [1]. The NSPs’ resources
made available to users may impose the bounds in NSC
efficiency, e.g., a small FN at the network edge may not
support advanced flow processing for all users.

B. Mapping the OSPs’ SCs to the NSPs’ resources
In SDN/NFV enabled networks, the composition of SCs

implies the selection of network services that will be imple-
mented as VNF instances, the orchestration of VNFs on a
server or cluster of servers, the establishment of proper traffic
routing paths among the VNF instances and the allocation
of resources to VNF instances (SC embedding problem).
The resources are computational and storage resources of
hardware and virtual machines or infrastructure and spectrum
elements corresponding to different virtual networks, managed
by NSPs’ data centers.

Mapping the SCs to resources is a complex process that
matches various types of physical resources with the VNF
instances related to the SFs. For instance, virtualized C-
RAN resources, e.g., RRHs and fiber links, are assigned to
different tenants using auction mechanisms [8]. Hybrid NFV-
based networks that incorporate network functions provided
by dedicated physical hardware and virtualized instances may
also exist [9]. Spectrum resource blocks can be allocated to
APs associated with the VNF instances that serve the users
connected to them, e.g., using VNFs that schedule the wireless
resources of network slices in RAN nodes [10].

The SC embedding problem is multi-fold, since deci-
sions for NFV placement affect resource allocation and vice
versa [11]. As NSPs manage the network resources and are
concerned about overall VNF operational cost, VNF instances
can be deployed in a way that VNF host selection cost, traffic
forwarding cost and energy consumption are minimized [5].
The VNF orchestration might imply a trade-off between the
latency induced by the VNF placement and chaining in servers
and switches and the efficiency of resource utilization [12].
Suitable VNF locations and flow routing paths can be also
defined according to capacity constraints of virtual machines
that host the VNFs and of the links among them, optimizing
the amount of these resources that are allocated to SFs [13].

Existing works arrange the VNFs aiming to optimize NSP-
related aspects. Nonetheless, OSPs should participate in NFV
orchestration by expressing their preferences over SFs. Users
of the same OSP may be connected to different APs and
served by different data centers, e.g., in F-RANs. Different
FNs may serve users, thus different VNFs are required in
each FN, considering the OSPS’ flow management policies.
Moreover, the OSPs usually have their own policies regarding
service differentiation, which provides the rules that deem the
flows to be of higher of lower importance. The flows have
different characteristics and different user priorities exist. This
prioritization should be depicted in NSC, not only during NFV
placement, but also in resources allocated to SCs, as VNF
instances related to higher priority flows should be arranged
first. For example, in an F-RAN accessed by flows with
multiple priorities, the SC embedding involves not only the
prioritized arrangement of VNF instances in FNs, but also the
prioritization of spectrum allocation to users connected to APs.
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Reference NSC issue Methodology Provision for OSPs

[5]

Optimization of network operational

cost and resource (servers, links)

utilization (optimal number and

location of VNFs)

Viterbi algorithm applied in multi-staged directed graph

that models sequence of VNFs

No, but considers service level

agreements

[9] Resource allocation to SCs

Selection of SFs, their network location and their

interconnections using Integer Linear Programming

(ILP)

No, but supports multi-tenancy

[10]

Selection of optimal VNF placement

considering availability of radio

resources

ILP-based algorithm and heuristics that maps nodes and

links of SC requests to substrate network
No, but supports multi-tenancy

[11]

Joint optimization of VNF

forwarding graph embedding and

VNF scheduling

Heuristic-based algorithm for traffic scheduling between

adjacent VNF instances and mixed ILP algorithm for

selection of paths between NFV nodes

No

[12]
Optimal deployment of VNF

forwarding graphs

Eigendecomposition and Hungarian method used to

derive optimal matching of VNF graphs to infrastructure

or NFVI

No, but supports multi-tenancy

[13]

Allocation of link capacity and

virtual machines to SCs in order to

maximize number of served requests

SC deployment algorithm that selects routing path

length decides about use of additional or existing

servers’ resources

No

[14]

NFV placement and routing path

selection considering network

security defense patterns

Heuristic-based algorithm for security function

placement in network partitions
No, but supports multi-tenancy

Fig. 3: NSC issues and existing solutions

C. Constructing secure SCs

An important aspect of the NSC procedure is the deploy-
ment of safe SFs considering different security standards.
Selecting the location and order of SFs based solely on the SC
performance estimation does not always lead to secure NSC.
Particularly in RANs accessed by various OTT applications,
the instantiation of SCs in a secure manner is not trivial, as
security constraints of different OSPs have to be imposed on
NSC. A recent work proposes the use of network security
patterns in order to capture the network security constraints
in a C-RAN [14]. Still, the OSPs need to devise their own
security policies that may change according to their users’
demands or OTT application characteristics. These policies
should be “translated” to SFs organized jointly for all OSPs
accessing a RAN, in a way that all OTT services’ security
needs are met.

V. FLEXIBLE NSC FOR OSPS

The implementation of SCs should match the OTT appli-
cations’ particularities and OSPs’ policies. Considering the
need for distributed control of prioritization in NSC over
networks accessed by multiple OSPs, we propose a NSC
management algorithm that allows the OSPs to define their
policies and declare their preferences over SFs and resources in
a distributed manner, based on matching theory. Moreover, we
examine the effects of flow prioritization in NSC by assessing
the performance of the proposed algorithm.

A. OTT flow prioritization using matching theory

OTT users may be connected to different network points and
prioritization has to be applied in various abstraction levels,

i.e., VNF instantiation and RAN resource allocation. For the
composition of SCs, the OSPs need information related to
i) the availability of network resources (e.g., spectrum RBs)
and SFs provided by the NSPs (e.g., DPI), and ii) the OTT
application flows’ characteristics. These characteristics include
required data rates, user subscription status, content type, etc.,
which are known to the OSPs. Flows’ characteristics referring
to the OTT users’ cellular connections, i.e., parameters related
to downlink channel conditions (e.g., supported modulation
and coding schemes), are provided by the NSPs’, along with
the information about network resources and functions, and
can be accessed through the OSP APIs.

Introducing the concept of matching theory in NSC enforces
the role of OSPs in OTT flow management. The NSC manage-
ment employs the notion of matching game, which models the
interactions between NSPs and OSPs [15]. The OSPs create
ranked lists of preferences over virtual resources according to
flows’ requirements. Each list item is a virtual resource request
(VR), i.e., a combination of parameters related to each flow
i (idi, APi, RBi, priorityi, chaini), where APi is the AP of
the user with flow i, RBi is the number of spectrum RBs
needed for the flow’s QoS demand, in terms of data rate,
latency or other metric, when the user is connected in APi,
priorityi is the flow’s priority level, and chaini is an ordered
set of SFs, which declares a chain of VNFs required for the
specific flow’s processing. Multiple VRs may be related to the
same flow but at most one will be finally accommodated.

The VRs are added to the OSPs’ preference lists according
to flows’ priority levels. The priorities are determined by each
OSP, according to the performance goals, e.g., maximize the
number of flows that achieve the QoS demands. Therefore, the
QoS metrics of each flow and KPIs of each OSP that affect
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Fig. 4: NSC example using the matching-theoretic OTT flow prioritization algorithm

the construction of the preference list might be different. Each
flow may be associated with different SFs, thus different SCs
may be added in a VR, e.g., an OSP can apply an SF, such
as DPI only for premium users.

When new flows arrive, the OSPs decide about the necessary
SFs and RBs and create preference lists, placing VRs for high
priority flows first (Fig. 4). The VRs of flows with the same
priority are ordered by ascending number of RBs, e.g., for
OSP 2, the flow i = 1 needs three RBs and is placed before
the flow i = 2. Subsequently, the matching process begins
using the various components of the virtualization controller
(Fig. 2). The VRs are submitted through the two OSPs’ APIs
to the OTT Services controller and the NSC controller initiates
the matching process, handling by priority the requests. The
RAN controller allocates the RBs, in a way that in both APs,
the high priority flows receive RBs first. The VNF manager
organizes the VNF instances and their interconnections in the
data center connected to the two APs. The requests for each
VNF are aggregated and suitable resources (CPU, memory) in
NFVI are assigned by the VIM according to flows’ priorities.
For all flows, one VNF instance for each of the SFs (SF 1,
SF 2, SF 3) is required. The high priority flows access the
SF 1 and SF 2 instances, whereas the low priority flows pass
through the SF 1 and SF 3 instances, thus two SCs are created,
namely SC 1: {SF 1, SF 2} and SC 2: {SF 1, SF 3}. Once RBs
and VNF instances are organized, SCs can be implemented.

Finally, a stable matching between flows and resources is
reached, including allocations acceptable by both OSPs and
NSPs. Each acceptable matching is individually rational and
is not blocked by a flow-resource combination, making it the
most preferable match for the flow [15].

B. Matching-theoretic NSC performance

We assess the performance of the OTT application flow
prioritization matching algorithm (MAFP), against a best-
effort approach without prioritization (BE) and a fair allocation
(FA) scheme that splits radio resources evenly among all OSPs
in each AP. Considering the importance of user satisfaction,
the OTT service levels are evaluated in terms of grade of
flow accommodation (GFA), namely the percentage of flows
that are not served with the requested QoS out of the flows
of all OSPs. We also study the resource utilization levels,
estimating the number of NFV instances required to serve the

TABLE I: Simulation settings

Setting Value
Network F-RAN

APs 8
RBs per AP 50

Minimum required data rate 64 (FD), 128 (VS) kbps
AP range 200 m

AP transmission power 33 dBm 3

FN capabilities
10 CPU cores,

500 GB memory

Resources per VNF type
(for 100 flow requests/sec) [9]

Routing, Firewall:
1 CPU core,

10 MB memory (each),
DPI: 1 CPU core,
500 MB memory

OTT application flows’ number {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}
Full DPI Service SC {DPI SF}

Sampled DPI Service SC
90% of flows:

{Routing SF, Firewall SF}
10% of flows:

{Routing SF, DPI SF}

users. Two scenarios with different users’ minimum data rate
demands are tested: i) a file downloading (FD) scenario with
minimum acceptable data rate equal to 64 kbps, and ii) a video
streaming (VS) scenario with data rate equal to 128 kbps. In
the presented results, a 95 % confidence interval is considered.

The FN implements two SC types, one that offers a Full
DPI service where all flows access the DPI SF, and one for
a Sampled DPI service, where a portion of flows access the
DPI SF, as regulated by OSPs (Table I). In our simulations,
two OSPs serve users of either high or low priority. Half of
the users belong to one OSP, whereas 60% of each OSP’s
users have high priority. High priority flows access the Full
DPI service and low priority flows use Sampled DPI service.

In Fig. 5 (a), the GFA performance of all schemes is de-
picted. The increase of flows degrades the performance of both
schemes, as fewer flows are served using the available RBs at
each AP. Nonetheless, the MAFP achieves lower GFA than
BE and FA, and enables the accommodation of more flows,
reaching a reduction of 54%-86% (FD scenario), and 50%-
77% (VS scenario), for 300 and 200 users, respectively. As

3G. Miao, N. Himayat, Y. Li and D. Bormann, ”Energy Efficient Design
in Wireless OFDMA,” IEEE Int. Conf. on Commun., 2008, pp. 3307-3312.
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(a) Grade of flow accommodation (%) (b) VNF instances for VS scenario

Fig. 5: Performance with and without flow prioritization

flows are sorted by number of required RBs and priority, more
flows are served and the high priority flows are guaranteed to
receive resources first. The performance gain is lower when
higher data rate is required, as more RBs are needed.

Focusing on the VS scenario, Fig. 5 (b) shows the VNF
instances for the implementation of Full and Sampled DPI ser-
vices. The GFA levels influence the NSP’s resource utilization,
as different number of VFNs must be instantiated. Three VNF
instances including one DPI VNF instance for 100 flows are
needed for all schemes. In contrast, for 400 or more flows, five
or more VNF instances are used (three DPI VNF instances).
As the number of flows increases, more VNF instances are
required. With BE and FA, more VNF instances are needed
for more than 400 flows, as more flows of low priority are
served and require Routing and Firewall VNFs.

Overall, prioritization in NSC affects the resource allocation
in the APs and the VFN instantiation. It improves the OTT
service levels, as the OSPs declare their preferences. In reality
though, the NSPs may supervise the resource utilization, en-
suring the application of cooperation terms and fairness among
OSPs. Still, using matching theory, the OSPs can express their
preferences over resources and SFs. Therefore, the available
resources are no longer allocated in a best effort manner but
the OTT application flows’ requirements are considered in the
NSC. Last, the OSPs can request the prioritization of certain
flows according to the required QoS and their KPIs and flows
with higher priority are guaranteed to receive resources first.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have described virtualization components
for 5G network architectures that serve OTT application
users and the challenges that arise in NSC deployment for
OSPs. The network elements and their resource availability
are different from one NSP to another. Furthermore, con-
tent and user types, QoS levels or KPIs change with the
evolution of OTT applications and OSPs’ business decisions.
Thus, the successful deployment of OTT applications requires
flexible adaptation of network services, according to OSPs’
flow management and prioritization strategies. Considering

this context, we have presented a matching-theoretic OTT
flow prioritization algorithm for NSC, which improves OTT
applications’ service levels, achieving more efficient resource
management. The performance evaluation results can provide
valuable insights for OSPs in the 5G wireless market.

We should note that the NSC deployment creates various
practical challenges for both NSPs and OSPs. First of all,
the NSC deployment implies the exposure of the NSPs’
network resources and SFs. As the resources provided to OSPs
are affected by both the network capabilities (feasibility of
exposure) and the NSPs’ business goals (expected profit from
exposure), the decision about the network exposure levels re-
quires the joint consideration of network–related and financial
parameters, which is an open research issue of NSC resource
management. Moreover, the increasingly complex OSPs’ re-
quirements should be efficiently mapped in SFs, stressing
the need for sophisticated and self-organizing solutions that
customize the SCs properly. Still, this mapping process should
not compromise the security of SCs. Ensuring that the security
levels requested by OSPs and NSPs are maintained in NSC
deployment can be an issue with high technical complexity.
To this end, we believe that our study has shed some light on
the OSPs’ requirements and can motivate further investigation
of NSC for OTT applications.
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